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CollClubSports “Fashions” a Deal with Rawlings
CollClubSports and Rawlings Sporting Goods Company, Inc. have signed a new contract making Rawlings the
“Official Uniform Supplier of CollClubSports.” Rawlings has also been named as an “Official” sponsor of the
NCSA World Series in Columbus, Georgia. Further, they will be “Presenting” the NCFA National
Championship Bowl Game to be held in Salem, Virginia.
.
The Rawlings mission has targeted enabling the participation of
athletes at every level by developing and producing high-quality
performance and protective equipment and apparel since 1887.
Rawlings also holds the title “The Official Baseball of the
NCBA” and serves as the official baseball for the NCAA, as well
as being the Official Baseball Supplier and Official Helmet of
Major League Baseball.
“Rawlings is proud to be the Official Uniform Supplier of CollClubSports,” said Mark Kraemer, Senior Sports
Marketing and Licensing Manager for Rawlings. “They do an outstanding job of enhancing the educational
experience of students by providing additional leadership and character building opportunities that would not be
possible without their guidance. Rawlings is passionate about partnering with such a strong governing body to
continue to give players an opportunity to take their education and game to the next level.”
As a part of the deal, CollClubSports has become an authorized Rawlings dealer. This agreement allows the
league to offer discounts of 30-35% off of Rawlings’ new catalog pricing. Member teams are still receiving the
same exclusive low prices that they were receiving before Rawlings restructured their catalog. As the “Official
Uniform of the NCBA,” Rawlings will include the official NCBA Jersey Patch on the back neck of all jerseys,
coats, and jackets sold to Club Baseball teams. They will also feature the official NCBA Pants Patch above the
right rear pocket of team uniform pants. Being the “Official Uniform of the NCSA,” Rawlings will sport the
official NCSA Jersey Patch on the back neck of all team jerseys, coats, and jackets as well as the official NCSA
Pants Patch on team uniform pants and shorts, placed above the right rear pocket, on all Club Softball team
orders. “The Official Uniform of the NCFA,” Rawlings has agreed to showcase the official NCFA Jersey Patch
on Club Football team jerseys across from the Rawlings “R.” They will also show the official NCFA Pants
Patch across from the Rawlings “R” on team uniform pants.
Eric Curitore, Rawlings Sponsor Account Manager a CollClubSports, puts it best: “We’re extremely excited to
have Rawlings back as the Official Uniform Supplier of CollClubSports. Over the years they have done nothing
but provide quality uniforms to all our teams at great prices. Teams throughout all of our leagues have the
opportunity to take advantage of the large assortment of designs and features that Rawlings uniforms can
provide them. Rawlings makes a fantastic product, and we’re excited to have built this relationship with them!”
If you would like a price quote or for more information, to request a catalog, or to place an order, teams should
contact Eric in the CollClubSports offices. He can be reached at Eric.Curitore@CollClubSports.com and by
phone at 412-321-8440 ext. 101.
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